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Introduction

“A mile wide and an inch deep” has been a long-standing criticism of the secondary social 
studies curriculum in the United States. To cover all the territory typically assessed in one-
off multiple choice exams, teachers often use didactic vehicles — textbooks, lectures, and 
worksheets — to drive students over these vast expanses of space and time. However well 
intentioned, this practice has not produced the results we want. Students are not doing well on 
the exams nor are they demonstrating the type of thinking and literacy skills that most teachers, 
professional organizations, and communities see as essential for life in a democracy. 

Teachers have long dreamed about and hoped for inquiry-driven, literacy-rich, coherent 
instruction – it’s the goal of NCSS and almost all of our professional organizations. Indeed, the C3 
Framework is but the most recent example of an attempt to achieve two-century long goals for 
history and social science education.

With this background, it probably seems quite odd — possibly insane — for me to be encouraging 
schools to offer a new social studies course to “cover” almost 14 billion years of time, from the 
Big Bang to a study of the future. Well, that is exactly what I’m about to do as I make a case for 
offering Big History Project (BHP) courses in Big History and world history. As an experienced 
social studies teacher, 26 years in a public high school and 18 years at the University of Michigan, 
I am very enthusiastic about BHP, a project that in just five years has demonstrated a difference 
that matters. 

Big History Project
www.bighistoryproject.com

@BigHistoryPro
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What is Big History? What is the Big History Project?

Frankly, histories of “everything” are not new. From Herodotus on, many historians have tried 
to write universal history, though it was David Christian, a historian at Macquarie University, 
who framed and then named his version of universal history as “Big.” In his award-winning 
book, Maps of Time: An Introduction to Big History, Christian explains that Big History is “the 
exploration of the past on . . . different scales, up to the scale of the Universe itself.” Christian, 
who began Big History as a teaching project in Australia over 30 years ago, saw that “beneath 
the awesome diversity and complexity of modern knowledge, there is an underlying unity and 
coherence, ensuring that different timescales really do have something to say to each other.” 
Positing that there were eight moments in the history of the Universe when new, complex 
features arose, Christian built a historical narrative around these “thresholds of increasing 
complexity,” a narrative he represents in his book and in his courses. 

The Big History Project was born a little over five years ago, when Bill Gates discovered 
Christian’s video lecture series and wondered why only university students had access to such 
a course. With Gates’ support, Christian’s participation and intellectual guidance, and the work of 
hundreds of teachers, scholars, and students, BHP has created, curated, tested, and continually 
improved resources to help teachers teach big, cosmic, and global history. 

Why so enthusiastic about BHP? 

BHP helping manage instructional problems: 

BHP is helping teachers and students manage a number of enduring and long-lived challenges in 
teaching and learning, including:

• the problems in adolescent literacy 
• the inequitable distribution of quality resources 
• a tendency of schools to devolve into didactic teaching at the expense of engaged inquiry
• a failure to help students develop connections across the content and curriculum

BHP’s coherent reading- and writing-intensive course, grounded in disciplinary 
literacy, and effective instruction:

BHP uses an inquiry-centered approach that finds students regularly framing intellectual 
problems, analyzing sources drawn from history, the social sciences, and sciences, and applying 
disciplinary concepts to produce evidentiary-based accounts, such as narratives, explanations, 
and arguments. Reading- and writing-intensive, BHP provides teachers with carefully designed 
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scaffolds to support a wide range of learners. For example, to make all the content accessible 
to all the students, BHP had every reading selection created at four different Lexile levels, thus 
enabling everyone to engage in substantive conversations and think about important ideas.

Positive reports from the field:

Teachers report that BHP’s wealth of resources, assessments, and “just-in-time” professional 
development – all of it free – enables them to create literacy-rich, inquiry-driven, coherent, 
engaging, and successful courses. Equipping teachers with all the tools they need to create a 
memorable and effective experience for students is one of BHP’s defining goals. And we make no 
bones about it – it’s the BHP teachers who make the course work. 

One piece of evidence for the virtue of connecting teachers to carefully-designed, classroom-
tested instructional resources has been students’ performance on BHP’s Text-Based 
Assessments, the project’s version of the DBQ. Using a rubric drawn from the Common Core 
Literacy Framework and the College and Career Writing Framework, the University of Michigan 
trains scorers to evaluate students papers on the quality of their reasoning, use of evidence, 
disciplinary concepts, and writing mechanics. The chart below is encouraging, as it offers some 
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evidence of how BHP teachers are using the course resources and their own expertise to help 
students grow.

Why now? 

The history profession and schools seem to be recognizing the need to go “big” or at least 
“bigger.” For example, the last three winners of the American Historical Association’s prestigious 
Bancroft Prize for best book in history situated their stories in very large global scales (read 
more about the 2015 winners here). Recently, the History Manifesto, co-authored by the chair 
of Harvard’s history department, made a big splash in the historical community as it called for 
a return to “long-term” history, naming Big History as a perfect example of what the discipline 
needs (download a PDF of the Manifesto here).

Like the western civilization course created at the turn of the last century and the world 
history course established about 40 years ago, schools are using BHP courses to provide 
some coherence to students’ fragmented educational experiences and to help students locate 
themselves in our increasingly interconnected world. I see BHP courses as continuing a trend 
in American education that has made global history the fastest growing segment of the social 
studies over the last 35 years, a trend reflected in the chart below, which shows the number 
of students taking AP courses in European history, human geography, and world history since 
2002, the first year the College Board offered a course in world history.

Note that more than three times the number of students took AP European history than AP world 
history in 2002, but five years later AP world history passed AP European history in the number 
of students taking the exam and the course. 

BHP as colleague in explanation 

Studying history at bigger scales enables students to see what they could not see at smaller 

http://goo.gl/2P4m9I
http://goo.gl/LN1VRQ
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scales, helping link the micro to the macro. We are hearing reports that BHP courses are 
helping students make sense of the other courses they take, helping them see ways to integrate 
knowledge to tackle real-world problems. I have come to see BHP courses as “colleagues in 
explanation” to other courses in history and the sciences.

Want to learn more?
• Visit the BHP website and sign up to access all the materials and resources – and join 

the BHP community. Go to www.bighistoryproject.com and be sure to click on the 
educators tab.

• Contact Bob Regan at bob.regan@bgc3.com or Bob Bain at bbain@umich.edu.
• Follow BHP on Twitter at @BigHistoryPro or friend us on Facebook.
• Join the nearly 6 million people who have watched David Christian’s TED talk, “A 

History of Everything in 18 Minutes,” or watch my TEDx talk, “Connecting the Kids to the 
Cosmos.”

• Read how the New York Times covered the project in their Sunday Magazine cover story, 
or better yet, read what the Business Insider said after visiting a BHP school in Brooklyn. 

• Other treatments of big and large-scale history:
• Christian, David, Maps of Time (University of California Press, 2nd edition, 2011)
• Brown, Cynthia Stoke, Big History (New Press, revised edition, 2012)
• Spier, Fred, Big History and the Future of Humanity (Wiley-Blackwell, 2nd 

edition, 2015)
• Christian, David, This Fleeting World (Berkshire Press, 2nd edition, 2014)
• Jo Guldi and David Armitage make a case for large-scale history in The History 

Manifesto (Cambridge Press, 2015)
• Bain, Robert, “The Challenges of Teaching and Learning World History,” in A 

Companion to World History (download a PDF here: https://goo.gl/ovTg8K ).
• Bryan Cranston narrates the Big History series on H2 http://www.history.com/

shows/big-history 
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